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The energy crisis and carbon emissions have become two critical concerns globally. As a very promising solution, the concept of Internet of Energy has appeared to tackle these challenges. The Internet of Energy is a new power generation paradigm developing a revolutionary vision of smart grids into the Internet. The communication infrastructure is an essential component for implementing the Internet of Energy. A scalable and robust communication infrastructure is crucial in both operating and maintaining smart energy systems. The wide-scale implementation and development of Internet of Energy into industrial applications should take into account the following challenges:
• Integrating highly scalable and distributed alternative energy generating sources with other available power grid systems: To promote a green-energy-based industry and society and realize the optimization of energy utilization, the efficient gathering, transportation, and storage, and how to integrate these into the existing power grid are great challenges.
• Advanced metering, monitoring and controlling systems: Since the observability, controllability and predictability are three critical aspects in the Internet of Energy, real-time monitoring and controlling are faced with great challenges in order to collect precise energy consumption data, give deep analysis and provide rich user information. Thus, users can adjust their energy consumption intelligently with optimization as a main goal.
• Cyber Security and Privacy-aware data management for Internet of Energy: Among many applications in Internet of Energy, energy consumption data could be linked and mined to gain useful insights for optimization of energy utilization. At the same time, privacy and security concerns can prevent the information disclosure, energy waste and disaster. Further safeguards are needed to build trust in the data, which is instrumental for making critical decisions for the development (IoE) is to make full use of dynamic service combinations to meet the requirements of green energy management and match supply and demand. To achieve these objectives, in ''Green energy management of the energy internet based on service composition quality,'' Qi et al. propose a service combination method for quality-oriented green energy management, introduce the most economical control theory, and set the service quality as the most economical objective control function to realize a Pareto-efficient energy service management under quality of service demands. Then, a multi-objective algorithm is proposed to solve the above-using rapid convergence. 4) A case of load fluctuations occurs at the demand side, and hence previous works focused on elastic energy distribution to mitigate distribution level load fluctuations. Ma et al. in their article, ''Elastic energy distribution of local area packetized power networks to mitigate distribution level load fluctuation,'' develop a cross-time hierarchical energy distribution scheme to coordinate energy distribution of dc sector and ac sector and exploit the elasticity of dc sector loads on both dayahead basis and real-time basis, leading to a mitigation of distribution load fluctuation. Then, power distributions are optimized separately for different procedures of the scheme. 5) Another case of optimization happens in energy delivery. However, few of these works took the IoE architecture into account. In the article by Du et al. ''Efficient forecasting scheme and optimal delivery approach of energy for the energy Internet,'' the authors design the architecture of the IoE under the backdrop of largescale RES grid connection and the efficient forecasting and optimal utilization of energy. 6) Considering the optimal management in the IoE, such as energy utilization, etc., there is little consideration for the profit optimization in the IoE. The existing auction mechanisms can provide benefits for both primary users and secondary users. However, the economic efficiency of the auction is usually neglected. Zhai et al. in the article, ''Truthful double auction for joint Internet of Energy and profit optimization in cognitive radio networks,'' model a profit maximization double auction mechanism to improve the benefit of networks with low energy. At the same time, security concerns are considered because buyers and sellers make their true critical decision. 7) How to preserve IoE's security is an important issue.
However, most of the existing security works consider less about the Power cyber-physical systems (PCPSs) of IoE. In the article by Ge et al. ''Security analysis of energy Internet with robust control approaches and defense design,'' the authors consider the unsafe uncertainties, construct a general cyber-attack model, and design a double-loop architecture for security defense. 
